ANAKIN SKYWALKER

Mask Assembly:
1. Cut along the dotted lines. Ask your parents for help if necessary.
2. Don’t forget to cut out the eye holes & the smaller string holes next to the eyes!
3. Attach strings to the string holes, wrap around your head & tie in the back.
4. If all else fails, use The Force!
OBI-WAN KENOBI

Mask Assembly:
1. Cut along the dotted lines. Ask your parents for help if necessary.
2. Don’t forget to cut out the eye holes & the smaller string holes next to the eyes!
3. Attach strings to the string holes, wrap around your head & tie in the back.
4. If all else fails, use The Force!
ASAJJ VENTRESS

Mask Assembly:
1. Cut along the dotted lines. Ask your parents for help if necessary.
2. Don’t forget to cut out the eye holes & the smaller string holes next to the eyes!
3. Attach strings to the string holes, wrap around your head & tie in the back.
4. If all else fails, use The Force!
Mask Assembly:
1. Cut along the dotted lines. Ask your parents for help if necessary.
2. Don’t forget to cut out the eye holes & the smaller string holes next to the eyes!
3. Attach strings to the string holes, wrap around your head & tie in the back.
4. If all else fails, use The Force!
**CLONE TROOPER**

Mask Assembly:

1. Cut along the dotted lines. Ask your parents for help if necessary.
2. Don't forget to cut out the eye holes & the smaller string holes next to the eyes!
3. Attach strings to the string holes, wrap around your head & tie in the back.
4. If all else fails, use The Force!
CLONE COMMANDER CODY

Mask Assembly:
1. Cut along the dotted lines. Ask your parents for help if necessary.
2. Don’t forget to cut out the eye holes & the smaller string holes next to the eyes!
3. Attach strings to the string holes, wrap around your head & tie in the back.
4. If all else fails, use The Force!